
(868) 750-7859

giselle@gisellehudson.com

TO CONTACT

SINCE 1994,  I 'VE BEEN

SERVING SERVICE

BUSINESSES,

PROFESSIONALS &

ENTREPRENEURS IN

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

AND THE WIDER

CARIBBEAN



Are you tired of being overworked and

overlooked in your job?

Are you mid career (45-55 ish) and thinking

about whether it is time to make a change

before it is too late?

Are you a manager leading a department

that has a direct impact on revenue (like

sales, marketing, content creation) and

struggling to measure the ROI of your

efforts?

Are you an entrepreneur or business owner

who wants to create a stable, long-term

business that’s small enough to handle any

economic climate, resilient enough to not

have to lean too heavily on a single project

or client, and autonomous enough to let you

build a life around your work?

Maximize your earning potential.

 

I  HELP YOU.. .

YOUR MENU

suggestions for how to rework your

existing website to increase leads,

convert more sales or tell a better

story

a critique of your sales copy on your

site

recommendations for building a more

effective way to generate leads

how to economically acquire new

business

Our natural inclination is to think outside

the box when it comes to our businesses.

We develop new business strategies by

thinking in ways that no one else does,

and we purposefully don’t restrict

ourselves.

So what happens when we’re actually

forced to restrict ourselves and our

businesses? Like right now, during this

pandemic?

Contrary to what you might think,

constraints can actually accelerate

creativity because we’re forced to find

unique and inventive ways to perform. 

While creating a long term vision is sexy,

what's important right now is to have a

very real action plan that addresses your

immediate concerns. 

It starts with a pre-assessment and

phone call. I will take everything into

consideration and then  provide you with

a simple 3-step roadmap which might

include:

STRATEGY & ROAD-MAPPING

A LOT OF PEOPLE

THINK CREATIVITY IS

THINKING OUTSIDE

THE BOX. BUT,

ACTUALLY, PEOPLE

WHO ARE VERY

CREATIVE OPERATE IN

SMALLER BOXES.

THEY MAKE THE BOX

SMALLER -  PETER

DIAMANDIS



The Motivation Code™ assessment

combines the power of story and science

to reveal the unique blueprint of what

drives you—a key insight into your ‘why.’

Understanding your Motivation Code will

help you experience greater

engagement, productivity, and fulfillment

every day.

If asked, many people could take a good

guess at their motivations. But they might

quickly shift to talking about their

personality or their strengths.

 Aren’t these all essentially the same

thing? Not quite.

For sure, it’s good to understand your

personality and strengths. Tools such as

the Enneagram, Clifton Strengths, or

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator can be

helpful for developing self-awareness.

But they may still leave you wondering:

Why? 

Why do some things fulfill you and others

frustrate you or bore you to tears? Just

because you’re competent at a

particular task or role doesn’t mean you

like it.

What if you could predict your potential

for success in work you enjoy doing and

do well and find deeply satisfying? All

together. All at the same time. 

THE MOTIVATION CODE™
ASSESSMENT + COACHING

UNLEASH YOUR BEST

WORK. 

DISCOVER WHAT

REALLY DRIVES YOU

AND EVERYONE

AROUND YOU

YOUR MENU



Gain clarity about what drives you

and what you need to thrive as a

leader.

Grow in self-awareness of what can

drain or derail your energy,

relationships, and goals.

Develop confidence to make

decisions that align with what you

enjoy doing, do well, and find deeply

satisfying.  

The Motivation Code™ assessment can

help you discover actionable insight to

answer these important questions and to

gain an understanding of your unique

purpose in life.

When you dig into understanding your

Motivation Code, you will:

You can do the assessment on your own

or get coaching to help you dig deeper

and pursue growth goals.

THE MOTIVATION CODE™
ASSESSMENT + COACHING

YOUR MOTIVATIONAL

POWER IS ON ALL THE

TIME. KNOWING HOW

IT WORKS CAN HELP

YOU BE ENGAGED,

PRODUCTIVE,  AND

FULFILLED IN YOUR

WORK AND LIFE

YOUR MENU



INCREASE

PRODUCTIVITY AND

PERFORMANCE BY

EMPLOYING

SMARTER,  SIMPLER

AND SUSTAINABLE

WORKING METHODS

& SYSTEMS

YOUR MENU

My biggest turning points have happened

in meaningful connections with smart

professional partners—an executive

coach, a mastermind group, and a series

of collaborators and mentors who share

my commitment to integrity and growth.

Along the way, I learned to pay closer

attention to how I spend my hours and

my days—in other words, my life. I started

making changes that unlocked my

potential in ways I’m still learning to

appreciate.

What’s the secret? You’ll discover it when

you tap into the powerful  EFFIC

methodology which will help you to

optimize how you work.

You will learn how to increase your

productivity, profit, and performance

with one of the world's most respected

productivity systems for service

professionals and entrepreneurs.

THE  EFFIC METHOD + COACHING



DIGITAL, CONTENT
MARKETING &
COPYWRITING
If we were sitting face-to-face, chatting in your

office, you’d ask me questions. Let me try to answer a

few of those questions right here…

MARKETING
FUNNELS THAT

AREN'T BALANCED
DON'T CONVERT

I am a marketing copywriter with

advanced training and certification

earned through specialized courses at

the American Writers and Artists, Inc.

I’m trained by some of the best and most

sought-after copywriters in the business

– people like Bob Bly, Peter Bowerman,

Ilise Benun, and Katie Yeakle to name a

few.

“WHAT ARE YOUR QUALIFICATIONS
AS A COPYWRITER?”

Yes, I do. I live and breathe marketing.

That includes writing copy for my clients

from presentations and blog posts to

case studies and websites… and just

about everything in between.

I plan and develop marketing campaigns

for clients, too. That means I build

profitable marketing programs

designed to reach their prospects in

specific ways… ways that weave

together encounters… to have a

conversation with their prospect about

the brand.

This gives me a unique insight to write

high engaging copy that builds trust with

the prospect and persuades him or her to

action.

“DO YOU HAVE A DIGITAL
MARKETING, CONTENT MARKETING, &

COPYWRITING BACKGROUND?”



HOW DO I ORDER
FROM YOU?

You can email me at

giselle@gisellehudson.com. Tell me

what on the menu intrigues you. Or, you

might have a specific project in mind.

Describe your vision for the outcome (1 or

2 sentences is fine for this). What

audience do you want to reach?

We’ll set up a free 30-minute

consultation. Together we’ll come

up with a roadmap to success to fit your

business needs.

Drop me an email, and let’s get started

now!

LET'S TALK...


